As buildings become
more complex and fire safety
requirements increase there needs to be
a highly flexible solution which meets these
demands.

is just that. Based on the award winning and
highly successful FireCell platform Fusion is a
hybrid solution providing almost unlimited
configuration and installation options.
A FireCell Fusion hybrid system allows you to
mix wireless and wired devices, 126 per loop,
wired or virtual, using trusted EMS technology.
Flexibility does not stop there, as a Radio Loop
Module (RLM) can be installed onto the wired
loop to provide up to 31 additional wireless
devices to a specific location.

An
entire
system can
be installed to
meet each building’s
specific risk assessment
and special requirements,
without compromise, whilst still
fitting in with building users.
Add to this, reduced disruption to business,
less disturbance and fast track installation and
FireCell Fusion makes it your first choice,

was developed by EMS as the ultimate EN5425 wireless fire detection system not just for
today, but for all of tomorrow’s applications.
Using the FireCell platform EMS continues to
develop new innovative ideas to ensure
customers always have the best choice and
solutions available.
A comprehensive range of wireless devices are
available, all of which are completely self
contained and self powered with dual supplies.

With up to 504 devices per panel and a
wireless network capability providing a
capacity of up to 4,032 devices, FireCell
Fusion offers the most comprehensive route to
fire safety.

We provide comprehensive technical support
including extensive training, bookable on-line,
a technical support hotline, phone apps and
video help files. This is backed up by the EMS
industry beating warranty and lifetime product
support

FireCell Fusion uses EMS technology and
software to assign wired and wireless devices
throughout any building using SCT (Smart
Cluster Technology).
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